ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Hybrid Systems constitute a multi-disciplinary area which arises during the last decade and extends between the limits of computer science, applied control engineering and mathematics. A hybrid system is a mathematical model able to represent some complex physical systems with hierarchic structure and made up of discrete and continuous subsystems which communicate and interact with each other. This system's operation can be explained, intuitively, by means of the next diagram in which the reactive system (also called discrete event system) includes all the discrete components, whereas continuous time system includes the rest of them, all with continuous dynamics. The reactive system processes events that receive and emit orders; the continuous time system evolves continuously in time, in agreement with the physical laws and based on orders received, and emits events when such evolution fulfil determined conditions.
There are also other more formal descriptions, mathematical definitions, which are the base on which present theory of Hybrid Systems settle down. Hybrid Systems can serve to represent a large variety of physical systems: realtime systems, structured software, robotics, mechatronics, aeronautics, electronics systems, process automation, economic systems and even biological systems [5] .
The commutation dc-dc converters are electronic systems which turn into a level of continuous voltage to another, higher or lower, level through a commutation mechanism. They are used a lot to build power sources of electronic equipment, due to their great efficiency and reduced size, and also for electrical motor control. A dc-dc converter admits clearly being modeled as hybrid system since it is formed basically by an electrical circuit (system of continuous time) and by other devices, such as diodes and transistors, that work as electronic switches (systems of discrete time) on such way that switches act over electrical circuit and vice versa. The more used converters are the down converter (buck ), the up converter (boost), the up-down converter (buckboost), the Cúk converter and the full-bridge converter. The main goal of this work is the obtainment of hybrid models for the buck and boost converters and then simulating the behavior for each one.
We will denote by Z + the set of positive or equal whole numbers to zero, by R the set of real numbers, by R + the set of positive or equal to zero real numbers and by R n the vectorial space of n-tuples.
Reactive System
Continuos System
HYBRID SYSTEMS
The next definition of Hybrid System has been taken from [5] . 
Definition

ANALYSIS
The analysis that usually is made for the dc-dc converters is based on assuming a priori some operation hypothesis, in order to be able to obtain formulas that therefore will be valid only if such hypotheses are fulfilled. Nevertheless, we will not made previous hypothesis but we will associate the operation modes of the system to different states of an hybrid system.
In the circuits we will suppose switch sw is controlled by a binary periodic signal clock(t), with period T s , being on t and t off the times during which the function value is 1 and 0 respectively.
We will consider three states, S on , S off and S nc . The states S on and S off will be associate to operation modes with switch sw in states on and off, respectively, whereas the state S nc will be associate to the mode in which the diode does not conduct (null intensity). In this way we are going to analyze the both buck and boost converters. We will denote by ) (t If sw is closed, the diode is on inverse polarization and can be eliminated for analysis. The resulting electrical system, without diode and with sw closed, with two meshes, is described by the pair of differential equations
When opening t he switch sw, whenever the intensity i l is positive, it will also flow through the diode, now directly polarized. For analysis we can replace the diode by a conductor and delete the switch sw and the source of voltage v s . The resulting circuit , with two meshes, is described by the equations, In switch-off mode, with i l >0, the voltage v c in the capacitor will be increasing and the intensity i l will be diminishing; if time t off is long enough, it will be a moment when i l is annulled, later trying the capacitor to discharge through the diode, which is not possible, so there is to be i l =0. In this case, with i l =0, we can consider the circuit reduced to a single mesh, the one that contains R and C. This circuit is described by When switch sw is closed, the diode is on inverse polarization (it can be eliminated for analysis), the mesh on the left is isolated and the equations are:
If switch sw is open, whenever i l is positive, the diode is directly polarized. For analysis we can replace the diode by a conductor and eliminate switch sw. The resulting circuit with two meshes is described by
In switch-off mode, with i i >0, the voltage v c in the capacitor will be increasing and the intensity i l will be diminishing; if the time t off is long enough, it will be a moment when i l is annulled, later trying the capacitor to discharge through the diode, which is not possible, so there is to be i l =0. In this case, with i l =0, we can consider the circuit reduced to a single mesh, the one that contains R and C. This circuit is described by The matrix C will be the adapted to the variables considered as outputs in each application.
HYBRID MODELS
Buck hybrid model
We are liked to specify the elements of the hybrid system
before defined, for the case of the buck converter. As we already said, we considered three states: state 1 =s on state 2 =S off and state 3 =S nc , reason why k=3, and
are the numbers that indicate the states. The collection of edges is going to be E = { (1,2), (2,1), (2,3), (3,1) 
where i∈Q indicates the row of the table 1 and j=1 indicates the column 1 of the same that corresponds to the buck converter.
The guards are
Finally, the collection of resets is
where
is the identity function.
Boost hybrid model
It is practically equal to the previous one. The only difference is the vectorial fields that, in this case, are obtained from the table like before but now using j=2.
SIMULATION
A suitable election, we thought, to implement the methodology of Simić et al. [5] is by using the powerful language Statecharts to capture the reactive system. For the continuous dynamic part (differential equations) there are many available options. But it is also necessary to have some programming environment that allows us to combine both procedures at run time. For this, some very powerful systems, that allow the complete modeling of complex hybrid systems , recently have been developed.
For practical reasons we used Stateflow to model the reactive system, and Simulink to model the continuous time system. The scheme we have built in SimulinkStateflow to simulate the hybrid model
H=(Q, E, D, F, G, R)
appears in Fig. 4 . We can see there is a Stateflow block named Chart and the others are Simulink blocks. Edges E={ (1,2),(2,1),(2,3),(3,1) } of H are represented by statechart transitions (arrows).
, i∈Q} of H, where the flow of the hybrid system evolves (hibrifold) [5] , cannot have a complete representation because they are infinite. In their place, the algorithm will calculate a finite succession of values of t (time) and their corresponding values of x∈R 3 , being superposed the three copies of R 3 .
Vectorial fields are the indicated in (4). In order to select the appropriate matrices by Simulink, we used a commutation mechanism made up by switches sw A and sw B which are driven by statechart outputs sa and sb.
Guards are represented by firing conditions of statechart transitions and they are denoted by writing between brackets these conditions, as it can be seen in figures 5 and 8.
As far as the collection of resets, in this case they have not any representation, because all of them are equal to the identity and the three copies of R 3 are superposed.
Buck converter
The statechart we have made for this converter is in figure 5 . The state machine implements the clock(t) signal, essential for the system operation, based on event t received from the system and which is given by the simulation algorithm step: whenever the algorithm increases the value of t in a step, an event t is activated.
When simulation begins, the system goes to state 1=S on , because it is the state pointed by the beginning transition (•→). When entering this state, the system stores the value of t in the variable t 1 , puts the outputs to Simulink s a =1, s b =1 and remains in that state until the condition [t>=t 1 +t on ] of transition to state 2 is activated. This means that during a period of time of length t on , the algorithm makes the simulation of the system given by the differential equation (1), where the matrices A and B are assigned to the values A 1 and B 1 , that must be previously in the memory of Matlab (workspace).
Once the time t on , passes the transition will be activated and the system will go to state S off .. When the system enters this state, immediately it does s a =1 and s b =2, then the values of matrices change and the algorithm will continue simulating the system (1) 
Execution and graphical results
Once we have constructed the model by means of Simulink-Stateflow, we can make the simulation of the system. For that, we select the algorithm of DortmanPrince with fixed step, although other algorithms also have given good results. Then, in the Matlab command window, we introduce the data gives as result the graphs in Fig. 7 , indicating an operation of t ype DCM, that is, discontinuous conduction mode. 
Boost converter
The statechart of this converter is similar to the buck's one. The only differences are the values assigned in each state to the outputs s a and s b to Simulink, which are used to change the values of the matrices A and B in Fig. 8 . Although, with the new values of the matrices, the operation of the system is similar to the buck's one. 
Execution and graphical results
With the same parameters as we used before for the algorithm, and now putting the data we obtain the graphs of the Fig. 9 , in which a CCM operation type is shown. It is necessary to have well-taken care when fixing the transition conditions so that they exclude themselves to each other, not giving rise to blocking states during simulation. For that reason, condition [t<t 1 +t s ] has been added to [i l <=0] one, that has been put at first for the guard G (1, 2) .
We have observed in simulations that the buck and boost converters are stable in open loop and that for them do not take place the Zeno phenomenon. We think it could be particularly interesting the study of stability of these circuits in similar way as the authors of [3] made.
